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Welcome Note from the Dean of the College of Art & Design

Dear Students and Colleagues, 

Welcome to the College of Art and Design at the Royal University for Women. It is a college 
where research and teaching excellence meets creative practices. It is not just a place where 
you come to study, it is a community of creativity. We hope to provide you with the skills that 
nurture your passion and kindle your artistic potential, it is a place which gives you a unique 
opportunity to grow, develop, inspire and succeed. Consisting of various subject areas, we at 

most updated technology and a practice-led approach. Our mission is to enable our students to 
make a mark for themselves in Fashion, Graphics, Interior and Architectural Design at the under-
graduate level and in Design Management and Drawing and Painting, at the post graduate level.
 
Further, I would like to mention that during these unprecedented times, of COVID 19, where 
future holds many unknowns, college students and faculty are meeting the challenges with 

have certainly embraced the radical changes to education from face to face teaching to online 
instructions, and have thrown themselves into every lesson and activity and are demonstrating 
their abundant talents. So in any given conditions, we can say that we prepare individuals for 
prospective careers with highly motivating learning environment, which makes studying an 
enjoyable, creative and innovative learning experience. 

RUW, College of Art and Design is a place where Women Excel Creatively.

Dr. Shweta Kinra. 
Dean of the College of Art & Design

Dr Shweta Kinra 
Dean, College of Art & Design

 

College of Art and Design
 •Edexcel Foundation Diploma in Art & Design
 •Bachelor of Arts in Fashion Design
 •Bachelor of Arts in Graphic Design
 •Bachelor of Arts in Interior Design
 •Bachelor in Architectural Design
 •Master of Design Management
 •Master of Fine Arts in Drawing and Painting

College of Business and Financial Sciences
 •Bachelor of Business in Banking & Finance
 •Bachelor of Business in Human Resource Management
 •Bachelor of Business in International Business
 •Bachelor of Business in Marketing

College of Law
 •Bachelor of Law

RUW Mission

and challenging multi-cultural 
learning environment that 
cultivates strong, well-rounded 
personalities, encourages 
leadership, and builds character, 
social consciousness and 

commitment to teaching, 
learning, research and service 
through the activities of all 
members of the University 
community.

RUW Vision

become the regional leader in 
academic excellence for women.  
Programmes and practices that meet 
international standards will prepare 
our graduates to become leaders 
who are engaged members of their 
society demonstrating initiative & 
life-long habits of learning and 

and forward thinking.”

Virtual Classrooms Drive Engagement at RUW RUW students Experience with Online Learning
During COVID-19

announced that its move to deliver all of its undergraduate and postgraduate classes online amid COVID19 concerns has been a great 
success.
RUW joins numerous Higher Education Institutions (HEI’s) around the world, such as Harvard University, Ohio State University, the Univer-
sity of Virginia and the University of Michigan, in moving classes online, a shift that is unprecedented in the history of higher education.

line with the kingdom’s wise leadership in dealing with the COVID19 situation, top of mind for RUW was how to best support our students 

virtual learning space, Moodle. I am pleased to announce that we are witnessing increasingly high levels of class attendance and engage-

Online learning is quite convenient in terms of managing my time wisely, furthermore it is less 
hectic than being physically there at university. Working in the comfort of my own home and a 

work. 
Keeping our safety in mind, the university made sure to introduce online classes and online 

contact. 

Online learning has been a great opportunity for us as students to learn in the comfort of our own 

ways to gain knowledge and learn at our own pace, especially since the lectures are recorded, so 

help reduce the number of cases. We will hopefully overcome this very soon and resume studying 
in campus again. 

I regularly attend my classes, and I try to stay focused. now by staying at home I have more time 
in hand. the measures that are taken by the university are extremely good and helpful. 

the university, specially from our president, they're very motivating and it helped me personally in 

we are blessed to have continued our education in this hard situation unlike many out there, 

method of learning. One of my favorite spots that i miss is the north western end of the parking 
lot. Most of my days at the university I stay until late hours of noon and whenever I step out in that 
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RUW Waives Registration Fees for 
GCC Students Coming Home 

Royal University for Women (RUW) has announced that in support of the kingdom’s drive to safely bring students studying abroad home, it 

for students studying abroad who have chosen to return to Bahrain and the GCC during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

stranded abroad and ensure their safe return home.

students. Students studying abroad and returning home may be uncertain of returning to their studies overseas, while students that were 
planning to study abroad in the next academic year may also be reconsidering their plans and looking for options closer to home.”

degree, and for students returning from other countries, such as the UK, they can still receive an international degree from a highly accredited 

American Degree.”

programmes through our College of Business and Financial Sciences, College of Art and Design, College of Law, College of Engineering, and 
Center for General Studies,” Dr. Stewart explained.

can take advantage of the world class facilities and amenities at our purpose-built campus. We are a self-contained city with accommodation, 
student center, lecture halls, labs, design studios, library, a nurse’s clinic, prayer room, cafeterias- including a Starbucks- a variety of restau-
rants, a mini market and a salon. We strive to provide students with a global university experience that is designed to develop and educate 
aspiring women leaders,” he concluded.

Dr David Stewart
Acting President of RUW
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had to adjust to those unusual circumstances and transitioned to fully online delivery to 
stick to its important mission of preparing young individuals for their future.

safety of their campus. 
RUW partners across the world communicated on various initiatives as all of them 
switched to online teaching. In Europe, for example, the University of Siena following 

member has a webpage. Erasmus EU student mobility also agreed to defer exchange 
semesters to next academic year.
Awareness about the virus and communication links with students and campus person-

Hekma University in KSA promotes staying at home. Strategic partner West Virginia 
University created a COVID web page with information related to the virus, and the 

tions truly thought outside the box to keep the spark going. At the University of Bangor, wetland scientist Dr Christian Dunn from the 

on Anglesey leading a virtual outing.
Some RUW partners have also looked into research on the impact of COVID 19 in their communities. For example, the University of 
Bangor ’s College of Environmental Sciences & Engineering is to test using wastewater to provide a powerful indicator of disease 
incidence at any point in time. Dr Shelagh Malham, a co-leader of the research at the School of Ocean Sciences     mentioned that they  
“hope to demonstrate how wastewater can be used for the integrated surveillance of human illness-causing viruses within the 
human population.”
Looking at its friends all over the world, RUW can be proud of its proactive stance to prevent the spread of COVID 19 on campus, to 

the rest of the world.

Online Demonstration of Silk Painting 
by Invited External Artist on BBB

rd Conference on Women and Society Postponed

Workshop on Use of E-Databases and Antiplagiarism Software

answers on it and send it to pr@ruw.edu.bh

and Conditions applied.

1. An annual event that RUW students organise.

2. CBFS is recognised by the Higher Education Ministry of this country.

policymakers, private and public sector representatives, university leaders and experts, and organisations specialised in women 

Sustainable Development (United Kingdom), the American Society of International Law (ASIL), Interest Group on International 
Environmental Law, the American Society of International Law (ASIL), and Interest Group on Intellectual Property Law.

RUW has not had any reported cases of COVID-19 however, we continue to take every precaution. All residence halls are closed to 
students, Faculty are teaching from home, campus security has been enhanced, and the campus is closed to the public. 
All on-campus events and programs have been cancelled, and the on-campus Starbucks is now only open for deliveries, as are the 
restaurants at the RUW Corner. 
Due to COVID-19, RUW has moved all of its classes to our virtual learning space, Moodle. If you need support using the online 
system, we have set up a dedicated online support channel onlinesupport@ruw.edu.bh
We have made changes to the grading requirements and immediately ceased internships. For more information about that email 

Students transferring to RUW from abroad due to COVID19 will have their application fee and registration fees waived. Students 

period to talk about his latest research on Millenials. A few months ago, Dr Debashish 

Dr Debashish about his latest book. SAGE India publishing house which hosts a series with 

member (incidentally Dr Debashish’s son) on experiences during Covid19 crisis and how to 
stay hopeful. 

nent business media house, Dr Debashish highlighted some strategies to manage the 
workforce in the current Covid19 circumstances.
In Sage India Digest, Dr Debashish looked at the other end of the spectrum and shared 
useful tips on how to balance home and work from home for an employee.  CBFS thanks Dr 
Debashish for his active and useful intellectual contributions during this crisis.

blessed with a baby girl (Selma)  born on April 20, 2020. Mrs Amy Owen 
Al Khaldi from Centre of General Studies (CGS) was also blessed with a 

of joy and welcome to the world Nayla and Selma!

silk painting were demonstrated in detail.

invited industry expert, Ms Nupur Batra, on Big Blue Button (BBB), on 29th April 2020.

es and also to adhere to antiplagiarism while preparing assignments, 
the library conducted a Workshop for the RUW students.

er databases” where she explained how to access the e-journals and 

tin” and elaborated on how to submit assignments to check plagia-

participation of all Colleges.

throughout the year 2019-2020.
RUW team took part in the qualifying stage, where the participating students compete against all the 

stages!

RUW During COVID-19 

Mabrook!

Article: RUW partners all tackling COVID 19 prevention

CAD Participations in RUW Research Forum

CBFS Submission of AACSB Eligibility Application

1st Annual Research Symposium on International Commercial 
Arbitration – RUW Proceedings Published

Royal University for Women (‘RUW”) has announced that in addition to the numerous measures it has taken to support students during 

and implemented a comprehensive COVID19 Crisis Plan designed to protect the health and safety of its students, faculty and the commu-

RUW community and help them through these challenging times. We have moved all classes onto our virtual learning space, Moodle, and 
set up a dedicated online support channel. We have also made changes to the grading requirements, and immediately ceased intern-
ships. Although we have not had any reported cases of COVID-19 in the RUW family, we continue to take every precaution”. Dr Stweart 
concluded

In its quest for constant improvement, College of Business and Financial Sciences (CBFS) engaged in the ACCSB accreditation journey. AACSB, 

continued to build its institutional and faculty capacity.  Following the training of its existing faculty members, the improvement of some of its 

priorities for new CBFS Acting Dean, Dr Mona Suri was to complete this process started a couple of years ago under the previous dean Dr Hala 
Elias. Dr Mona thanked the team composed of Dr Vivien Exartier, Dr Bharteesh Kasi and Dr Arpita Mehrotra, who drafted the application with 

In line with the University mission of fostering its research culture, in March 2019 the College of Law has hosted the 1st Annual Research Symposi-

sity for Women and Prof. Ronal Brand from the University of Pittsburgh – School of Law, was a key event within the 9th Annual Middle East Vis 
Pre-Moot Programme, held under the auspices of the Bahrain Chamber for Dispute Resolution, the Commercial Law Development Programme 

tion at the University of Pittsburgh - School of Law, and the International Court of Arbitration.

Commercial Law and Arbitration to be organised at RUW, and the papers presented have been edited by Dr Maria and published under RUW Button (BBB), including multiuser screen, video sharing, polling, chat, and multiuser live 
whiteboard.
Dr Amine Moulay, Architectural Design, on April 21st, did a presentation titled’ Students’ 

both the theory of knowledge and some basic communication skills.
Dr Akeel Noori, Architectural Design Department presented a research paper on “Final 

tion Dr Akeel highlighted the main criteria to be considered in the graduation projects for 

enriched with distinguished graduation projects and ideas.
All the online sessions were attended by RUW’s Academic Vice President Dr Mona Suri, 
along with faculty members, including part-time members.
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Its a girl!

Mrs. Amy Owen Mrs. Kathryn Funk


